
Interior of The Jefferson County Bank.

Jeffersontown. It is undoubtedly the most
promising- - of any I ever saw."

Thirty years ago the writer heard Mr- - John
Throckmorton, the old Manager of the Gait
House, say, "I have traveled all over the United
States and all over Europe, but I never saw as
tine country as that in Jefferson Countjr East of
Louisville," and this same fact has been voiced
by a great many experienced, intelligent men
who have looked over the situation.

Now the natural question arises, why has
this development not taken place long ago?

Simply because that conditions are now alto-

gether different from what they were a few years
ago. Louisville is now extending its limits very
rapidly out this way. Land for agricultural
purposes near the city, is now too valuable to
be utilized in this way much longer. A great
deal of it is now being cut up into lots, and the
gardener will have to move back. And this is the

direction in which he will come. He is coming already-An-

as the3r are great improvers of land, you
can readily understand what that will mean to
this Section in the near future. And again the
native rarely developes an enterprise of any mag-
nitude. Men will spend their whole lives in
close proxirrity to immense wealth. The strang-
er will come along, buy him out, frequently for
a mere pittance, and live like a prince the
balance of his days. The former owner's sons
will probabl' move into some other Section and
take advantage of some-one-eTse'- s "lost oppor-
tunity."

But where one makes a success "in giving up
the old love for the new" thousands become
stranded. If the same enterprise and push were
manifested in some of our undeveloped old com-

munities, that are in the new, what a wonderful


